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Collaborations with the Past. 'Like the artists studied here, we pick and choose our Shakespeares, and through that
labor another story emerges. Frozen in time on the page or screen, some of those collaborations continue to speak, but
denuded of their immediate moment.

They share responsibilities and resources. Intentional communities include cohousing , residential land trusts ,
ecovillages , communes , kibbutzim , ashrams , and housing cooperatives. Meals are taken by the entire colony
in a common long room. Oneida Community, Oneida, New York [ edit ] The Oneida Community practiced
Communalism in the sense of communal property and possessions and Mutual Criticism, where every member
of the community was subject to criticism by committee or the community as a whole, during a general
meeting. The goal was to eliminate bad character traits. Kibbutz [ edit ] A Kibbutz is an Israeli collective
community. The movement combines socialism and Zionism seeking a form of practical Labor Zionism.
Choosing communal life, and inspired by their own ideology, kibbutz members developed a communal mode
of living. The kibbutzim lasted for several generations as utopian communities, although most became
capitalist enterprises and regular towns. Children can be contributors in the process of meeting objectives by
taking on tasks that suit their skills. For example, a study of Mayan fathers and children with traditional
Indigenous ways of learning worked together in collaboration more frequently when building a 3D model
puzzle than Mayan fathers with western schooling. They all work together without needing leadership, and
their movements are all in sync and flowing. It is not a process of instruction, but rather a hands-on experience
in which students work together as a synchronous group with the teacher, switching roles and sharing tasks. In
these communities, collaboration is emphasized, and learners are trusted to take initiative. While one works,
the other watches intently and all are allowed to attempt tasks with the more experienced stepping in to
complete more complex parts, while others pay close attention. According to Rand, participants in capitalism
are connected through the voluntary division of labor in the free market, where value is exchanged always for
value. The first documented discussion of game theory is in a letter written by James Waldegrave, 1st Earl
Waldegrave in In it became a recognized field when John von Neumann published a series of papers. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. In such a system, the military is dependent on industry to supply material and other support, while
the defense industry depends on government for revenue. Skunk Works[ edit ] Skunk Works is a term used in
engineering and technical fields to describe a group within an organization given a high degree of autonomy
unhampered by bureaucracy, tasked with advanced or secret projects. One such group was created at
Lockheed in The team developed highly innovative aircraft in short time frames, notably beating its first
deadline by 37 days. The value of this project as an influence on organized collaboration is attributed to
Vannevar Bush. Frustrated by previous bureaucratic failures in implementing technology in World War I,
Bush sought to organize the scientific power of the United States for greater success. Project management[
edit ] The 2, Liberty ships built in four years by the United States during World War II required new
approaches in organization and manufacturing As a discipline, Project Management developed from different
fields including construction, engineering and defense. His work is the forerunner to many modern project
management tools including the work breakdown structure WBS and resource allocation. The s marked the
beginning of the modern project management era. Again, in the United States, prior to the s, projects were
managed on an ad hoc basis using mostly Gantt charts , and informal techniques and tools. At that time, two
mathematical project scheduling models were developed: These mathematical techniques quickly spread into
many private enterprises. The premise of PMI is that the tools and techniques of project management are
common even among the widespread application of projects from the software industry to the construction
industry. Both organizations are now participating in the development of a global project management
standard. Operating in a relatively isolated rural location with little budget, Black Mountain fostered an
informal and collaborative spirit. Innovations, relationships and unexpected connections formed at Black
Mountain had a lasting influence on the postwar American art scene, high culture and eventually pop culture.
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Black Mountain College was a consciously directed liberal arts school that grew out of the progressive
education movement. In its day it was a unique educational experiment for the artists and writers who
conducted it, and as such an important incubator for the American avant garde. Learning[ edit ] The Evergreen
signature clock tower Dr. The two observed that researchers and practitioners switched [20] [21] to the idea
that "knowing" is better thought of as a cultural practice. In effect, they are participating in learning
communities. This analysis does not consider the appearance of Learning communities in the United States in
the early s. For example, The Evergreen State College , which is widely considered a pioneer in this area,
established an intercollegiate learning community in In , this same college established The Washington
Center for Improving the Quality of Undergraduate Education, which focuses on collaborative education
approaches, including learning communities as one of its centerpieces. The school later became notorious for
less-successful collaborations. Classical music written in collaboration Although relatively rare compared with
collaboration in popular music, there have been some notable examples of music written collaboratively by
classical composers. Perhaps the best-known examples are: It was written and first performed in The
composers were Albert Dietrich first movement , Robert Schumann second and fourth movements , and
Johannes Brahms third movement. This section needs additional citations for verification.
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2: Collaboration - Wikipedia
"Collaborations with the Past is a thought-provoking analysis of Shakespeare's role in key periods of English cultural
history, from the Romantics, represented by Sir Walter Scott, through to present-day film, television, and stage
productions of The Taming of the Shrew and Henry V.".

Formal Collaborations[ edit ] Collaboration with researchers inside and outside of the Wikimedia Foundation
â€” be it from academia or industry â€” is what keeps our research environment vibrant. Wikipedia research
would not exist without the joint effort of the academic community, our volunteers and contributors, and the
Wikimedia Foundation. Although at the Foundation we engage in several informal research collaborations,
there are times when we see a need for a more formal process to ensure that each party is committed and
empowered to work on a mutually agreed problem. Below, we explain when we enter formal research
collaborations, what they entail, and the process around them. What is a formal research collaboration? A
formal collaboration typically involves support from the Research department or the Wikimedia Foundation in
the form of: What commitments are made under a formal collaboration agreement? The policy also covers
practical aspects such as the coverage of APCs to meet the open access requirements and other related
questions that are addressed in detail in our FAQs. When entering a formal collaboration, the Foundation
commits to supporting their collaborators by providing resources and support needed to achieve the goals of
the collaboration, as described in the proposal. How are formal research collaborations created? If such
common areas of interests are identified, the parties involved work jointly to scope a short proposal
enumerating the expected deliverables and describe the type of support requested from the Foundation. From
this point on the following steps should be followed: A research project page on Metawiki is created. The page
includes an overview of the project, the list of researchers who will be participating in the project and any
other collaborator. A memorandum of understanding MOU is signed by the researcher, the member of the
Wikimedia Research department acting as the main point of contact POC for this proposal, and a C-level
manager at the Wikimedia Foundation. A non-disclosure agreement NDA is signed between the researcher
and the Foundation, with an added signature by the POC in the Research department, limited to those
proposals requiring access to non-public data. Based on the nature of the request, an additional volunteer
agreement form may need to be signed by the researcher and the C-level manager who signs the MOU and
NDA. As of the time of this writing, all formal collaborations are valid for six months. They can be extended
if the parties see the need and are interested in continuing the research. The point of contact is named on the
MOU, on the project page, and on the list of collaborations below. They are responsible for: When is the right
time to pitch a formal collaboration and how long does it take to set one up? Collaborations that become part
of our official goals and require substantial involvement of the team are typically reviewed and planned on a
quarterly basis. We do, however, receive several requests for other types of support letters of endorsement,
technical advice, access to private data , which we review outside of our quarterly cycle.
3: Collaborations with the Past, Reshaping Shakespeare across Time and Media
collaboration "between study of the past and action in the present" (). Henderson takes her cue from what some might
construe as comparatively insignificant moments in the Shakespeare play in question: in this instance.

4: Past Collaborations | The Flourish Foundation
many reasons, then, Collaborations with the Past is a compelling book, and it is well worth collaborating with Diana
Henderson as she engages Shakespeare, Scott, Woolf, a bevy of Shrews, and early modern readings of the Welsh.

5: Top 15 Saucony Collaborations of The Past Five Years | Sole Collector
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Diana E. Henderson's Collaborations with the Past is a serious and challenging book, which uses four detailed case
studies to interrogate and complicate the question of Shakespeare appropriation.

6: The 50 Best Supreme Collaborations Of The Past 25 Years
To help foster greater contacts between Americans and Russians, the State Department launched the U.S.-Russia
Peer-to-Peer Dialogue Program, which provides grants of up to $, to support collaboration, including meetings, virtual
interactions, exchanges, and internships, between American and Russian organizations.

7: Project MUSE - Collaborations with the Past: Reshaping Shakespeare across Time and Media (review)
Diana Henderson's Collaborations with the Past: Reshaping Shakespeare across Time and Media is implicitly a book
about adaptations: theatrical performances, films, and novels that take as their.

8: Dan Crary | Past Collaborations
Get this from a library! Collaborations with the past: reshaping Shakespeare across time and media. [Diana E
Henderson] -- "Focusing on key writers, actors, theater directors, and filmmakers who have kept Shakespeare at the
center of their endeavors over the past two hundred years, Collaborations with the Past.

9: 13 Favorite Target Designer Collaborations | The Budget Fashionista
Dan Crary & Beppe Gambetta. Gambetta and Crary are at the top of their game in a concert of acoustic guitar fireworks.
It is the smile that is the key for reading the musical universe of Beppe Gambetta. An open and disarming smile that is
also the contagious and irresistable smile of a person who invites you to a musical jo.
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